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Abstract
Large databases are often organized by hand-labeled metadata—or criteria—which
are expensive to collect. We can use unsupervised learning to model database variation,
but these models are often high dimensional, complex to parameterize, or require expert
knowledge. We learn low-dimensional continuous criteria via interactive ranking, so that
the novice user need only describe the relative ordering of examples. This is formed as
semi-supervised label propagation in which we maximize the information gained from a
limited number of examples. Further, we actively suggest data points to the user to rank
in a more informative way than existing work. Our efficient approach allows users to
interactively organize thousands of data points along 1D and 2D continuous sliders. We
experiment with databases of imagery and geometry to demonstrate that our tool is useful
for quickly assessing and organizing the content of large databases.
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Introduction

Computer vision helps automatically model visual databases with high-dimensional 2D image
and 3D shape features. From these, we parameterize criteria for easy database organization
by embedding the high-dimensional representations into low-dimensional spaces, e.g., for
face expression, we ascribe ‘amount of smile’ from the high-dimensional features. This task
is complicated, because most desired criteria do not map to individual features, and instead
map to complicated paths lying on a manifold in the high-dimensional feature space. As such,
this parameterization is accomplished either by an expert, or by supervised learning from
laboriously-collected labeled examples [8, 24].
When surveying a visual database, even an expert would need time to assess a database of a
few thousand items for parameterization. This is especially time consuming for new databases,
e.g., scraping the Internet and recovering unknown contents. Even after parameterization,
organization tools are still restricted to only the expert-defined criteria, with no easy way for
users to define new criteria for their interests, especially if they are abstract or cross typical
boundaries. The ability to interactively parameterize a database is needed: to quickly describe
database variation without prior knowledge or labels; to intuitively discover low-dimensional
criteria from high-dimensional models.
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